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Proposals for change in human affairs derive their motive power from

both a distaste for a, current situation and an appealing image of future

achievements. The images of the future,are substanttany less well

specified than arecomplaints about the past and present. They exhibit

little appreciation for history; their attraction lies in simplicity and

heroism of purpose. Some of the most ambitious images of change envision

entirely new organizationsfree of the defects of the past and working

effectively toward the goals of the future. The proponents of a new

organization may come to rebt on their image of it--a simplified, heroic

picture - -to guide them through the complexities of creation.

In the federal context an image of a oew agency can serve several

purposes. The first is justification for change. New agencies must be

. authorized by Congress, but Congress has neither.the time nor the inclina-

tion to understand detailed plans 'for specific changes in the executive,-

( ,branch. The image can be invoked to persuade Congress ofthe need:fof,tile':

proposed new organization without 'overburdening, it with the details of.

/implementation. Th'e .:(1page also promotes and sustains optimism among

(

personnel who may come to be associated with the new agency. Like a flag

carried into battle, the image is a reminder of virtue in a mass of con-

fusion. Finally, if the agency is authorized; the image can lead to a

guide for action. Reality is so complicated that individuals and organi-

zations Mist create a simplified picture of the world before choosing a

course of action.
2)

The image--a simplified cognitive model assists in

shaping the subjective definition of any situation by indicating appro-
/

priate probleMs, explanations and,aspirations.
3)

In the early life of a

new agency, when the workload is overwhelming, the image can help, individuals

decide what problems are important, what solutions are acceptable, which

/people should be listened td and which ones ignored.
,
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This paper desCribes how one such image or cognitive model influenced

the creation and initial operation of a new federal bureaucracy--the

National Institute of Education. Weexamine the origins, of the image,

its utility in securing the creation of the new agency, and its subsequent

political and organizational difficulties. We conclude with a warning

about the unintended consequences of such images when they impose expecta-

tilons for comprehensive planning and rational choice'in government.

Source of the Image: Dissatisfaction

Throughout 1969 President Nixon had been struggling with education

lobby groups over the4 demands for increased funding for federal aid to

education. The struggle had been accompanied by Presidential vetoes of

several appropriations bills for education, vetoes bitterly contested by

national education groups. The White House staff was in the market for

ideas that would create a distinctive Nixon.program in education and would

ameliorate the ill will of the educationllobbies--without committing the

administration to'vast new expenditures. To this end, the White House

created a Working Group on new initiatives in elementary and secondary

education.4)

Daniel P. Moynihan, Counselor to the. President, shaped the Working

Group's view of the essential issues to be confrOnted in establishing new

ectudation policy.° Aside from respecting fiscal constraints and recognizing,

the need for a new "Nixonian" policy, there were three major tenets in

Moynihan's position. The first was that the educational programs of the

"Great Society" were not working well. Second, research seemed to cast

doubt on the effeCtiveness of even the best compensatory programs.

4.
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Third, the conventional remedy of more money for education had to be

rejected. Moynihan' wanted the education establishment to concern itself

with improving educational outputs and not solely with securing more money.

As Moynihan's deputy,-.Chester Finn, recalled: "

Mankind had arrived at one of those moments in history when
no one, least of.all government, quite knows what to do; one
of those moments when it begins to appear that everything you
thought was true isn't true, but you have no truth to substitute
it. Social science had, in a sense, outdistanced public
policy....

A

As the Working Group reasoned, if what presently goes on in ,

the nation's schools, insofar as we are able to measure it,
has little effect on student learning, then we had better find -

out what does have and how to alter Ve (Finn, 1974,
pp. 234; 240).

. More and better research in education seemed to be the answer.

To that point education R &D had glowed but dimly in the federal

firmament. Buried within the byzantine structure of the United States

Office of Education (OE), the nation's education R&D program had beCome(

the target of Congressional and executive bra nch'c plaints for its

seeming inability to produce significant re sults.° Chjasteristic of

the Congressional view is that of a member of the House Educat n and

Labor Committee who, during 1969hearings, described OE's promises of

research results as "a lot of jive."

I am reminded of a young kid I saw recently that showed

some displeasure and I asked what was wrong; he said, "It
is too much jive, man, but very little juice," I am
'wondering if this is a lot of jive we are getting and-

, not practical results...1 hope the record will indicate in
1973, some of IA' will still be in Congress, and we will_
not have the same testimony that "next year, or the year
after," it is going to be completed and "expect results,"
because I have been hearing it for 15 years (House General
Subcommittee on Education, 1969, pp. 188; 191).

r



OE's education R&DaCtivities were subject to review by at least

five executive offices outside OE's own review hierarchy. Within HEW, the

Assistant Secretary forPlannin and Evaluation (ASPE), the HEW Comptroller,)

and the Office of the HEW Secretary, all oversaw OE's research program. In

the Executive Office of the President, the research budget had to win

approval from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). In addition, all

education research activities were monitored by the Office of Science and

Technology (OST),and the President's Science.AdvisOry Committee. By the

early days ,pf the Nixon administration, external monitoring of the OE

research programlby'dissatisfied overseers had become so obtrusive that

representatives of APE, OMB,-and OSTwere known around OE research offices

as the "Unholy,Trinity." 1

The Unholy Trinity's dissatisfaction could be traced to several causes.

First,'many of the external reviewers had been trained in the physical

sciences or ecortmics. They took a dim view of "educationists". in the

OE Bureau of Research and were displeased that% did not draw upon the

broader academic community as did the'National Sdience Foundation and the

National I stitutes of Health. Second, in search of responsive policy

mechani s, the Washington policy analysis community-had recently turned

to e,strategy of "social experimentation," a strategy requiring concen-

ration of resources in d few well-defined and carefully-planned endeavors.

When OE was asked to apply the analytic techniques appropriate to social

experiment to its R&D programs, it was perceived to be incapable

of generating persuasive justifications for its work.--Third, the.Unholy

Trinity was distressed that OE's research program Seemedto be driven more

by political expediency than,by rational analysis. In their view, OE

.\
demonstrated intellectual bankruptcy by constantly shifting research

"priorities" in response to Congressional criticism and by distributing

6



research fdnds according to geographical (i.e., politicd1) criteria rather

- than according to standard of excellence.

The UnholtTrinity was well represented on' Nixon's committee for new

initiatives in education. Although agreeing with'Moynihan's analysis of

the need for more and better research in education, it had become con-

vinced that OE would never be able to improve,its research activities. Thus, ).

in the fill of 1969, the Working Group decided that a new federal research

agency for education was needed. As a result, in his 1970 message on

7educetion refprm, drafted by members of the Working Group, President Nixon

,larop-Osedthe creation of a National Institute of Education:

We must stop pretending that we understand the mystery of
the learning process, or that we are significantlpapplytng
science and technology to the techniques of teaching--when
we spend less than one-half of one percent of, our educational
budget on research, compared with 5% of our health budget
and 10% of defense.

We must stop congratulating ourselves for spending nearly as
much Roney on education as does the entire rest of the
,world - -$65 billion a year an-all levels--when we are not

getting as much as we should out of the dollars we spend....

Therefore, 'I propose that the Congress create a National
Institute of. Educatipn as a focus for educational research
and-experimentation in the Pnited States. When' fully

developed, the Institute woUld be an'important element in
the nation's educational system, oyer9eeing the annual
expenditure of as much as a quarter of a billion dollars....(p.2).

Articu1'atinq the Image: The Planning and Legislative Process

The President's message set-into motion two processes that would culminate

two years later in the Creation of-NIE--a planning process conducted within

the Executive Branch and a legislative process within the Congress. 'Through

both, an image of the new agency was fa,,ploned--an image which pleased the

.4
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;

Unholy Trinity and convinced key members of Congress from both parties to

. authorize NIE.--,
#,

( '' At` the prompting of the Working Gr:1up, OE engaged Roger Levien of the

Rand Corporation to prepare a preliminary plan for title Institute. This

plan prescribed several imports Not characteristics for the new agency

(Levien, 1970): 416 .

--High status within the federal goveAment in order tOlatiract first
rate personnel

--An internal research offite-to help formulate-policy-

4 /
--Freedom from Civil Service personnel,constraints and from year-end
budgeting deadlines

,=-Fr eptigious advisory councils to shelter the agency from political
influence

4 ,

These prescriptions- were exOlicitly derived from the major perceizd short-

comings of OE's retearch program: second rate personnel, lack of analytic -

capability, ane.political .truckling.

Congressional hearings on the NIE proposal were held early in 1971.

The Select Subcommittee' on Education, chaired by Rep. John Brademas

..,.(D-,Indiana), heard eight days of testimony praising the Rand analysis and

supporting its prTsals. Agrepent by maKy of the witnesses on several

key points polished the,iMage.
7)

Emphasized and reemphasized was the

,

fundamental assu ion that more knowledge was required in order to.improve

American ed Mon. As one witness before the Subcommittee observed,

T principle behjnd [the NIE legislation] is almost
idiculously simple. It is tht if a man will focus his

skills, reason, and humaneness upon hisaroblems, he can
markedly improve his condition (p. 50).'"

Given the "more-knowledge" assumption,.it was evident that "better"

researchers must'be attracted to the problems of education. Moynihan

4
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dekr bed the people who should be associated with-NIE to the Subcommittee.

The men we want are not career civil servants. Some may
choose to spent their life with the Institute. A more
typical pattern -would be to spend 10 years or .so. These
are professional men. I think Congress would be wise to
follow the President's proposal to let these people be,follow

on their merits, which is basically by assessment
" of their colleagues. With respect.to some people we are

talking about, there aT-en't three or four men in the
country who are capable of judging (p: 24).

In order to attract and retairioutstanding researchers it would be

essential to protect NIE from political interference. One witness

cautioned,

I think that for the NIE to make a'contribution, it must
be clearly recognized that this will be a controversial and .

risky enterprise and that the NIE must be set up in a way
that will assure independenceof judgment on the part of its
offitials (p. 75).

To support these outstanding researchers, substantial funding increases

were urged. tiEW Secretary Eliot Richardson assured the Brademas subcommittee ,

that, in addition to transferring $118 million in currently funded R &D .

projects from OE, the Administration would request $30-60 million in new

money for NIE's first year. Moreover, he prhicted NIE's budget would

grow to between $320-420 million by fiscal 1977 (p. 115). Other Witnesses

pressed for even more generous appropriatidns NIE's life:

$250 million in its first year (p. 51); 4400 -500 million in new money, over

and above fuhds transfOred from OE, in its tirst three4years (p.*145).

Moynihan,and Cevien predicted NIE expenditures of $1.1thillion by fiscal
1

year 1980 (p:19; p. 205).

And for what would this money be spent? Many witnesses plumped for

tteir, own favorite projects, adding their requests to to list.begun with

.Nixon's 1970 Message on Education Reform and expanded during Levien's won.
9)

9
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Indeed there appeared to being boundary to the future responsibilities

.of NIE. According to Levien, "Education in all settings, both within

schools and outside of them, and all Americans, before, during, and after*

tradittonal school ages, would be within NIE's scope of interest" (p. 196).

Legislation creating NIE was signed by President Nixon on -June 23, 1972.

Echoing the heroic expectations for the new agency voiced during the

planning and 'legislative processes, the legislation declared that NIE

would "seek to iffiprove education" through..

A. Helping solve or alleviate the problems and achieve the
objectives of AmeriOan education.

B.' Advanding the practice of education as an art; science,
and profession. <

6. Strengthening the scientific and technological foundations
on which education rests.

`

D. Building a vigorous and effective education research and
development system.

-

Thus, by the, time of its auth9rization NIE had been,endowed with an

ambitious, yet ambiguous image of what it'would become. The image was of

an agency harnessing the power of scientific knowledge in order to improve

American education. Most of the details were fuzzy but three features

were clear. -First,.the agency must be staffed by "good people," people who

heretofore hadolot been associated with education R&D. Second, the agency

must develop a coherent and comprehenOve plan for research derived from

'scientific analysis of the major problemsfacing American education. 'Aid

third, NIE must be isolated from political forces and must avoid seduction

by or surrender bo existing special interest groups in,ed4cation. The

realfzation of these three reqwirements would lead, it was assumed, to an

agency'differerVn style and .substance from its predecessors. It would

elevate education R &D to'a status comparable to'that of R&D in Medicine

0
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and the physical sciences. And it would 'lead twvialble improvergents in

American education. ..........

Sever .1 members of or sympathizers with nholy Trinity were soon

appoin -d to top positions within the new agency. It.was time to-realize,

. Attempting ,o Realize the Image
O

I

The initial strategy followed by NIE's managers was faithful to the

-requ'ir eA-s Qf the image. It was)mportantto hire first-rate people;

herefore, staff were set to work combing Who's Who and describing

desirable personnel qualifidations for key positions. It was necessary

that tiler peo le be organized in a. rational, coherent manner; therefore,
i n
staff and outs e contractors were asked to analyze' alternative omganiza-

. . 4

Aion structures. It was essential to implement an'analytic, comprehensive
.

research strategy; therefore'independent evaluation of R&D programs trans-

ferred from OE iNere commissioned and NIE senior staff launched an effort

' -to discoveroor create ,an appropriate ,intellectual framework for NIE's
. o

work. ,

,
f

.

Early NIE internal documents convey top management's-Fidelity

image. Ambitious criteria were invoked to insure that,major Institute

activities, such as ctibosing,an organization structure .or an R&D framework,.

would be comprehensive apd systematic. For example, one early paper

insistedethat NIE's organization structure be based on "rational and

cTerent thoUght," and not on "the likes and ditlikes--comforts and

discomforts of management...," (Ward, November1972). A paper written

six weeks later presented eleven criteria against which all organization

plans should be evaluated:
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,Each [ ganization] plan
4
'can be evaluated on the basis of its

abill y to: .,

\..
At act and'maintain the satisfaction of highly qualified staff
a each level within the Institute

ProVide opportunities for professional growth and development

CommUlniCate clearly the Institute's mission to its diverse
constituencies

Establtsh,a strong Institute image within the R&D system

Allow top management flexibility in,changing programmatic
priorities, organizational structure, and manpowerallocation

Establish accountability for project results

Organize multi-disciplinary research skills
.

Bring state-Of-the-art dilciplinary/knowledge-to-bear on the
problem of education

Linkintramural and extramural research.activities

Employ staff and fiscal resources effectively and efficiently

Translate research findings into useful results on educational
"products" (Perkins, January 4., 1973, p. 3). '

II

0

A series of discussions on an intellectual framewof-k for NIE's'R&D activities

yielded a 'first approximation of program emphaies within different frame-

works"--five frameworks with 34 charactdristics for analyzing 147 different

program ideas (Task Forcdon Planning and Management, December 9, 1972),

It.was evident from its actions as*well as its rhetoric Viet NIE's manage-

ment intended to create an ,agency staffedwith good people and.pasedon

systematic and comprehen 4ve analysis--th realize the image. -

NIE approached. i first formal hearings before, the Congressional

Appropriations Comm'ttees wittraptimik. -"It was requesting a 50. ptrcent

--increaSt in its itial appropriation of $110 m4tid(which had been

larlgely dictat d by the size of programs transferred-from-OE). is

testimony b fore the House Appropriations Su ,NIE's first

12.



Director, Thomas K. Glenna% alluaed to features of the image as a basis

for substantially increased funding for NIE:

The challenge we must meet, theefore, is to avoid the
temptation to spread ourselves too thin in an attempt to
try to please everyone...tWe must also] avoid the tempta-
tion to beat the clock, to succumb to demands, to produce
immediate, flaShy I'belieye that an emphasis
on comprehensive thinking through of ProbleMs and vigorous
attention to research design will provide us with the

,foundation for a truly productive system (House Appropriations
Subbommittee Hearings, March 9,, 1973, pp. 141; 178).

The House subcommittee recommended $142 million for NIE. Although

this rep-resented a*cut in their $162 million request, the Institute's

Leadership was not displeased. However, an unanticipated axe was about to

fall. Thirteen months to the day after the signing of the NIE legislation,

=

qennan testified before a Senate AppropriatiObs Subcommittee, chaired by

Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Washington),-in support of the identical request

made-to the House. Subsequently, the Magnuson SubcoMmittee recommended a

shocking,cutback forgNIE to $50 million. /The full Senate Appropriations

Committee increased the allocation to $75 million'and that was the figure

granted by the Congress for NIE'S second year of Operation.

The NIE management and most supporteri of the new agency were stunned.

NIE submitted a supplemental budget request.to restore $25 million of the

ost" fdnds,-which died ignominiously in the Appropriations Committees in

both houses. Subsequent attenpti to increase. funding for NIE,fared no

better`. Before the agency was two and a,half years old, it had undergone

three sets of bddget cuts; its41iscal year 1975 appropriation was'

$70 million and there wereno"prospects for substantial increases in the.

near future. Itsfirst director and the first chairman of its policy

council had' resigned. 'The agency was A disarray and_the-initial image

of what the agency was supposed to become had

(`
41
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..Revising the Image

Before the first.budget cut, most NIE staff members probably could

have constructed a list of both pros and cons about NIE operations. Indeed,

the first cut was viewed by'many NIE personnel as a ghaiiI0Congressional

mistake.- Stories of real or imagined fau( pas on the-part of InstitUte

staff, Congressfanal staff, and Appropriat:ons Committee members were

offered as evidence of misunderstanding. But as NIE's.Congressional mis-

fortunes continued, the appeal of the "accidental " explanatiOns decreased,

and the need for causal explanation's grew. With the continuation of

Congressional budget cuts, members of the Institute came to generate a

different image of what the agency should aecom Just as the initial

image had grown from the perceived shortcomings o OE's performance, this

image grew from perceived shortcomings of NIE's performance. Actions

which had been undertaken consistent with NIE's initial image came to be

viewed as symptomatic of NIE's problems.

The insistence on hiring "good people" had slowed down the hiring

z

process. The insistence on drafting comprehensive procedures,-such as an

agency-wide "Planning process"--had slowed down the development Alloutine

procedures for expediting recurr nt administrative activity. The search for

a "coherent" organization strUcture had led.to four reorganiiations in two

years. The desire for an intellectually satisfying framework for its R&D

activities had led to ignoring or treating with disdain some of the

programs and personnel transferred from OE. The expectation of substantial,

financial support had led to asking for larlge budget increments with.what

now seemed to be insufficient justification for them..

As perceived by the NIE staff, three major categories of problems

seemed to'be causing, the agency's troubles: etwanagement, indecisiveness,



'and political naivete.
10)

Internal,explanattons for tfies0 problems

centered on the alleged shortcomings of WIE's top Management. The leaders

of NIE lacked 'political and managemeritexperience.eNTE's Deputy4Director

and Associate .Director for II:finning and Management,had both come from OMB,

. 4
a staff office serving the President. There they had each iftanated no more

.
),.'

.

, 4
than a handful of people. The first Director had come from OEO, apolitical

agency to be sure. But there he had managed a staff Office less thafl

one-fourth the size of NIE. Further, there Were'few obvious examples of

broad managerial or political experience elsewhere in the Institute.

A different explanation emphasized-the lack of commitment, rather than

inexperienqe, of top management. It was pointed, out that there was no

evidence of an over-Tiding management concerriwith a target groupsu as the

poor or ethnic minorities; no special concern for a particula evel of

education such as the secondary schools; no burning at ction'to a particular

reform such as "open classrooms" or decentralize on; no,deep affiliation

with* group of practitioners such as tea ers. This tbeor'y argued that a

particular moral commitment or group affiliation would have provided.a basis
,

for decisions as to the nature-Of projects that NIE should undertake and

thus lay the basis for a decisive management.

From the prevailing analysis of problems, the Institute generated a

new image of wtat 'a successful NIE would look like. Once again,thedetails

were fuz/Y, but,threefeatures stood out. The first was that the -Institute

; would be staffed by more expeienced managers. Members of theinstitute

from the Director down through the ranks of the professional staff voiced

a need for veteran civil-service managers.

appointment, the Director commented:

e, Two years after his
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1

A lot of our difficulties are because we haven't had that
.

experience. [Our people] don't know hoW to set up. the system,
manipulate it for their own ends. Experience really pays
off in terms of their ability to live with uncertainty...
to dal with adversity, to take the, long view.

Representative of the substance, if not the tong; of comments by members

of the professional staff was this observation!

Scholars on limited contract were brought invfor leadership
roles, and little advice was sought or listened to.fr the
"BUREAUCRATS"--a disparaging term. A bureaucracy is ne s-
sarx. It is certainly inevitable. But knowledgeable Civi
servants (my term,,not theirs) were not only not utilized,
they were automatically and systematically cut off from these
"-scholar-directorships," ,

The second feature was that the Institute would announce a clear and

compelling mission. The implicatia was that any mission would be better

than none. One staff member commented, "It is better to take the initiative

and go with what you think is right rather than to take a reactive,

responsive position. And another suggested that it was necessar, "set

clear and easily understood objectives at the outset--cre a sense bf'

purpose."

The third feature was that the Institut: ould Vigorously cultivate

political support. The necessity for odCongressional and constituent

relationships was Almost univer ly acknowledged as the most important

fa or in improving NIE' .ortunes. Indicative of this perception are

these pical comm : "GOod Congressional relations should be NIE's

top prior ty "Any agency- especially a new one like NIE--must put effort

into ga ing\confidence by [those on Capitol] Hill."

The new image of the agency, emerging after two years of Congressional

misfortune, was on that emphasized management by experienced civil servants;

pursuit of an arbitra ily imposed,'well-4aderstood plan of action; and
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...4z development of effective constituent and Congressional relations. 4i, view,

of the earlier history el education R&Fwithin the Office of EducatTon and

the initial image of NIE derived 4-omAIE's shortcomings, the new image of
-,

NIE was ironic indeed. sOE had been faulted for allowing unimaginative

bureaucrats to control .research; therefore NIE's initial. image was that of

an agency staffed with the "top people in the country" The new image

featured "experienced civil servants," OE had been criticized for seizing

upon objectives man opportunistic basis; therefore NIE's initial image

was that of an agency with a'compreqensive, coherent research agenda. The

new image featii-ed4 clear mission, imposed arbitrarilyif necessary. QE

had been criticized as tbo political; therefore initial image was of

an agency isolated from political pulling and hauling. The new image

'featured vigorous political activity.

The initial image of the agency had been turned inside out. Dissatis-

faction had led the Institute's leadership and staff to reject the

image_of the future that had justified NIE's creation and to generate a

new image of-the future.

The Image and "Reality".

V

The initial'Amage of NIE, fashioned from, an analysis of OE's short- ,

comingsan:Lan optimism about the potential for reform, had both positive

and negative consequences 5or the agency. Certainly, it was of some

utility in securing the agency's authortzation from Congress, generating

enthusiasm in the house Select Subcommittee on'Education. No doubt had

NIE been created in the mid-sixties and enjoyed the same rate of budget

expansion as other agencies during that period, the initial image of what

'1'7
I ,
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_tile agency could become would not have been revised so quickly. In this

sense, its early revision can be-viewed as no. more than a consequence of

history--of the fatct that NIE was created at a time when federal support

of doMestic programs was decreasing and Congressional disillusionment

with R&D was increasing.

The initial'image was more than merely an anachronism however. It

also was'associafed with behaviors and attitudes which had negative conse-

quences in their own righ.V. Its standards of excellence, in the absence

of clear goals and well-understood means for reaching them, led to a

paralysis of decision making. 11) urthermore, its heroic scope may have

led its believers to overestimate the significance of the new agency and

thereby underestimate'the ffagility Of its existence. NIE claimed to have

have created with "strong bipailisin support': (a line from NIEts(fiscal

year 1974 budget justification). Bufflwhen members of the House had been

given the opportunity to, vote on NIE's authorization separately from the

omnibus education bill to which it had been attached, a majority of the

House AppropriatiohslCommitteg had voted against its'creation. Only after

NIE's budget cuts would that,fact come to be significant within the agency.
.

From the Instfiute's dongressional misfortunes, NIE "learned" that the.;,

principles associated with the initial image were inadequate. Those
o

, . - :

a
.

ssociated with NIE assumed that some set of Principles or strategies

existed whose implementation would lead to success. Thus.the image was

revised to incorporate a different set of principles.

The revised image ha's' also probably had both positiye and negative
,

.

conseqdences for the agency.
12),

It may have eased the'flustrations of

,members of the Institute Who,had believed their talentT,Were unappreciated.

And i may also have reduced ti)e uncertainties-about the "future of specific

pro, as withtn the agency. But like its predecessor, the revised image
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may also underestimate the' insignificance of education R&D in the eyes
_

of Congress., Although one of the major features of the revised image is

that NIE will develop good.CongressionalyelatipMS,two characteristics of

the education R&D enterprise may prevent it froM:de4ngLso,

First,'education R&D is supported by a small constituency, one that

is further diminished bithe warring of internal factions (for example, the

researchers vs. the developers, or the discipline- sed researchers vs.

the school-of-education-based researchers).
13)

th'ermore, while organized
1-

'teachers, administrators, and school board members lobby for increased

appropriations that flow directly to.the schools thtough various federal

re
programs, they are either indifferent or hostile to spending money on

thebecause the funds rarely support the work of school practitioners.

The second .characteristic of education R&D which may impede the

realizing of NIE's revised image is that the achievements of R&D do not

seem.fmpressive to-the Congress. Education R&D rarely contributes clear

Or and effective solutions to the currently identified problems of American

schools. It does not benefit from the persuasive testimony of distinguished

scientists whose past feats include educat4 break hroughs analogous o

eradicating polio or landing a man-an the moon. In the federal

funding for education R&D-has increased only as an adjunct to mu

appropriations for operating programs such as ESEA Title 1 and a'W

impacted ar as; it lacks the stable political base and record of sub-

stantial chievements upon which its independent growth could be nurtured.

When one reviews the history of attempts to reform education R&D-7

first within OE, then by creating NIE then within NIE--and matches those

efforts with their associated Congressional commentary, an image different

from those'evident within NIE emerges. Like.the cartoon character with

the cloud hanging over its head, education R&D seems insignificant and

19
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inefficacious, surviving in a hostile environment. This is not an image

to set the heart beating faster, but it does not imply education R&D is

unimportant. It does however imply that images of future substantial"

success, no matter what their features, are likely to remain largely un- 7-'
/

i

If there is any tragedy in the NIE story it is that its,first leaders .

attainable.

tried to realize the initial image and measured their success against it.
\,

Because their actions were associated with budget decreass rather than

budget increases, they were judged to have failed. And a new vision of'

what NIE might become emerged. The irony .is thatthe revised image may be
1,

no more likely to be realized than the initial one.

Conclusion

Simplified, heroic. pictures are useful in the planning of new agencies/

and other human endeavors. They can generate enthusiasm and leid to

authorization. However, the success of these agencies, measured against

the heroic' pictures, cannot be guaranteed.

The quality of a new agency's environment determines, in large part,

the stability of its initial image. Agencies established inbenevclent
°

environments willretain an. initial image of what the agency sh6uld become

longer than will ones established in harsh environments. Revising the

initial image in response to "failure" however will not necessarily lead

to "success." If the environment's harshness is independent of.the agency's
. A

actions, changing the image of what the agency should'become will not

produce a more benign environment.
14)

.1
A

z
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First manners should le
,

especially wary of the image of their agency

generated during the planning and authorizing process. It is their

,responsibility to see beyond it. 'Mayes of the future inevitably suppress

details of,the past, yet thosedetatli can be useful in guiding initial

action. Images of the future also 'obscure'or underestimate opposition to

it; ignorance of oppositionocan lead to nasty surprises. `Managers shotild

also beWary of radical changes in the image of their agency 11 response to

failure. such changes may be as often a symptom of a harsh environment as

a precursor to future success.

If managers understand theimitattOns of images; they may benefit from

their 'Persuasive polder. If ;pot, they may be deluded by them. In any event,

so long as people try'to make sense out of sltuati ns so complex that it is

/ ,physically impossible to comprehend them, simplified odels of "reality"

will influence attitudes and behaviors in organizations.

A
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FOOTNOTES

1,

1)
Paper prepared for the annual meeting of the Amer4can Educational

Research Assotiation, April 1976, San Francisco. This paper is based upon
material in. Organizing an Anarchy: Belief, Bureaucracy and Poitics,in a
New Federal Agency by-Lee Sproull, - Stephen Weiner, and David tjolf (Stanford
University School of Education, 1975). ,

2
)March and Simow(1958), basing their work on psychological studies

of human problem solving; were the first to point out/the importance of the
simplifying definition of the situation for organization problem solving
(Chapters 6-7).

The only published source, to our knowledge, which explicitly examines
the importance of the image of a new organization is Simon's (1953) study of
the Economic Cooperation Administration in/which he. suggests that "in its
formative stages the°organization consisted largely of a series of pictures -

in the minds of-different people" (p./22q). His major point is somewhat
different from ours, however, in that/he argues that'it is the process of
resolving contending pictures held, by different members of the organization
which determines its final s y d structure. Simon mes writing about an
organization established in behevbe nvironment; thus he did not need
to consider. the effects of t e'environment o e organization pictures.

Sarason's (1972) work on the creation of new settings :, although not
from within the research tradition of organization problem-solving, offers
insights into the psychological determinants and consequences of what we
identify as the image of.the new organization.

4)
Chaired by EdWard Morgan, on the staff of John Ehrlichman, this

committee was comprised= of- many -people who had been critical of previous

efforts to support educition,B&D; Lee DeBridge, the President's Science
Advisor and Director of the-Office of Science and Technology (OST);
Daniel Moynihan, Head of the 'Domestic Council; Chester Finn, Moynihan's
deputyiltichard Nathan, Associate Director of the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB); Thomat Glennan, Oirector4f Research.and Evaluation in the
Affice of Economic Opportunity; Lewis Butler, Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation in HEW; Oates Allen, Commissioner of Education., and,
as staff, John Mays, Assistant t9 the Dinectorof OSTor-education; and
Bernard Martin, education budget officer ih OMB.

4 #

5)See Finn (1974) for

a

this story in more, Man.
6)
Although educatioq R&D is sponsored by several federal agencies

including the National Science Foundation and the Department of Defense,
the principal support for education R&D came froM'the U.S. Office of
-Education (OE). By 1969, OE's.annual R&D budget was flOO million. Several
histories afttetvaluations of the OE R&D program have been written. See,
for example, Boyan and Mason (1968), Boyan (1969).'Between 1967 and 1969
the -kw...ceasing frustration oven education R&D can be measured by the

commissioning of ten separate.studies of federal efforts in this field:
Gideonse (1970) provides a$summary of them.
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7)
There were dissenterS from the common view. During the Brad as

hearings several witnesses offered ,a modest defense of OE't R&D pr rams'
and Cautioned against over-optimistic for NIE. The issenters

. ..- Were all current or past participants OE's R&D activities.

% . 4-
.

,

8)
All references tolubcommittee hearings, unless oiilerwise noted, Ore

drawn lfrom U.S. House of Representatives, 1971, Committee on Education and
tabor, Select Subcommittee on Education. .

M.

-

9)The list.ould continue to grow under the supervision of the NIE
Planning*Unit, a small group supported by USOE Commissioner Marlend, which
took over.planning responsibilities fromLeen in 1971.

10)
T odata sources pFoOded information on changes in the desired

image of NfE held by its staff members. A questionnaire was administered
in June, 19741 to 'every member of the NIE-p rofessional staff eliciting

opinions on a wide rangeof topics including "the major, lessons to be learned
thus,far from the NIE'experience" (N = 288; response rate = 87%). Structured
'and open-endedAnterviews were conducted throughout 1974 with all but one
of NIE's senior staff (Assistant Director and above) and with a random sample
of the remainder of the professional staff:

1-1)
We are not suggesting that theNimage, initial or revised, guided

every action b every member of NIE's professional staff; its'impact was
greatest on questions of agency-wide strategy and structure. Individual
Assistant Directors developed their own operating styles more or less
independent,of the agency image. Nevertheless when individual programs had
to be coordinated across the agency, for example in planning and justifyin
the budget, they felt the impact of?the image.

12)
Our period of research ended in September, 1974. Thus we have no

formalfdata on the effects of or any changes in the revised image. We can
-note.? however, that NIE received a $70 million appropriation for fiscal
year-1976.

13)Research bud'ts for vocational edycation and-education for the
handicapped have grog beCause each is supported by vocal and,united-con-
stituenciesi.

14)
Some res rchers haye begun jwinvestigate the organigat)on con-

sequences of si uations in which theenvironment's response is only loosely-
coupled, at b t, to the organization's actions. See March and Olsen (1976).

23
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